


Case Study of Relative Risk and Return of a Covered Call vs. Selling a Put on the S&P 500 ETF - SPY 

 

 

A surprisingly large number of investors (and advisors) believe that selling covered calls is a lower risk strategy than selling puts.  Some 

advisors even say that selling puts is like “picking up nickels in front of a steamroller”, when in fact the risk and return characteristics are 

nearly the same. This is a comparison of the merits of utilizing a covered call strategy on SPY as it compares to selling a put on SPY during 

a market downdraft and subsequent recovery from late 2015 into early 2016. During this period, the S&P 500 suffered a 13% correction 

over a 4 month period of time. The examination includes cash earned from option premium, dividends earned and capital gain from 

shares owned as it compares to capital-at-risk. It also compares the mark-to-market value of the position at each month-end. 

Option and stock prices were purchased from the CBOE and are actual real-time prices. We purchased closing and 3:45PM price data on 

SPY for every trading day between December 17, 2015 through April 15, 2016. We believe 3:45PM pricing gives a more accurate repre-

sentation than closing prices, because the trade actually could have been done with 15 minutes of trading left. The prices used in the 

study was the actual bid price in the case of the initial sale of the put or call, and the prices used in the subsequent sales or rolls was the 

mid-point of the 3:45PM bid and ask, which in every instance were just pennies apart. The prices for the month-end values use the ask 

price for short options and bid price for the long SPY position, the most conservative pricing method. 

We use the initial strike price for the call or put which would have been just out-of-the money. For example, SPY was trading at 205.81 at 

3:45PM on December 17th, so we modeled buying the shares at 205.81 and selling a one-month call at 206. We kept selling 206 calls, 

month-after-month, until the shares were called away. Likewise, since SPY was at 205.81 we modeled selling a put with a strike price of 

205, rolling it out month-after-month until SPY recovered to above 205. 

The case study is for illustrative purposes only and should not be considered an investment recommendation. The following page docu-

ments the covered call strategy, the next page documents selling puts, and the last page compares the two. For ease of comparison the 

examples do not include trading commissions or management fees, but do include assumed dividend payments. 
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Selling an out-of-the-money covered call on SPY 

Bought 100 shares of SPY on December 17th, sold a January call, February call, March call, and finally an April call. The April call ended in-the-

money, so the shares were called away and the transaction string ended. Below is the chain of events: 

Buy 100 shares SPY at $205.81, 

sell 1 Jan 15th 206 call at $2.93 

Stock cost $20,581, premium 

from call is $293 

Capital at risk is $20,581 

 

Cumulative cash-flow $293.00 

SPY price 205.81 

Strike price 

S&P 500 drops 9%. The January 

call expires and a February call is 

sold. 

Sell 1 Feb 19th 206 call at $0.12, 

premium from call is $12 

SPY pays a dividend of $121.20 

Cumulative cash-flow $426.20 

S&P 500 recovers a little. The 

February call expires and a March 

call is sold. 

Sell 1 Mar 18th 206 call at $0.08, 

premium from call is $8 

 

Cumulative cash-flow $434.20 

S&P 500 almost makes it back to 

206. The March call expires and 

an April call is sold. 

Sell 1 Apr 15th 206 call at $1.94, 

premium from call is $194 

 

Cumulative cash-flow $628.20 

SPY closes above 206 and the April 

call is exercised. 

SPY shares sell at $206 

Gain from stock sale $19, SPY pays 

another dividend in April of $105 

 

Cumulative realized profit $752.20 

The bottom line is 4 months of patience paid off. 
The string of covered calls, dividends, and the 
stock gain earned $752.20 on the initial capital 
at risk of $20,581, or a 3.7% return in 4 months. 

Position Value 12/31/15 
Stock $20,458 
Option       (180) 
Total $20,278 

Position Value 1/31/16 
Stock $19,321 
Option          (7) 
Total $19,314 

Position Value 3/31/16 
Stock $20,580 
Option      (178) 
Total $20,402 

Position Value 2/29/16 
Stock $19,430 
Option          (6) 
Total $19,424 



Selling an out-of-the-money put on SPY 

Sold 1 January put on SPY on December 17th, then rolled out to a February put, March put, and finally an April put. The April put ended out-the-

money and expired, so the transaction string ended. Below is the chain of events: 

Sell 1 Jan 15th 205 put at $3.81. 

Investor obligates to buy 100 SPY 

at $205, and in return the premi-

um from the put is $381 

Capital at risk is $20,500 

 

Cumulative cash-flow $381 

SPY price 205.81 

Strike price 

S&P 500 drops 9%. The January 
put is deep in the money and to 
prevent exercise must be rolled 
out to February. 

Buy Jan put at $17.25 or ($1725) 
and sell Feb put for $18.30 or 
$1830. Additional cash-flow is 
$105.  

Cumulative cash-flow $486 

S&P 500 recovers a little. The 
February put is deep in the mon-
ey and must be rolled to March. 

Buy Feb put at $12.99 or ($1299) 
and sell March put for $14.11 or 
$1411. Additional cash-flow is 
$112.  
 

Cumulative cash-flow $598 

SPY almost makes it back to 205 
but is at 204.52. The March put 
must be rolled out to April. 

Buy March put at $0.50 or ($50) 
and sell April put for $2.97 or 
$297. Additional cash-flow is 
$247.  
 

Cumulative cash-flow $845 

SPY closes above 205 and the 
April put expires. The obligation 
and capital at risk is released. All 
accumulated cash-flow becomes 
profit. 

 

 

Cumulative realized profit $845 

The bottom line is 4 months of patience paid off. 
The string of puts earned $845 on the initial 
capital at risk of $20,500, or a 4.1% return in 4 
months. 

Position Value 12/31/15 
Cash $20,500 
Option       (275) 
Total $20,225 

Position Value 1/31/16 
Cash $20,500 
Option           (1203) 
Total $19,297 

Position Value 2/29/16 
Cash $20,500 
Option           (1205) 
Total $19,295 

Position Value 3/31/16 
Cash $20,500 
Option            (159) 
Total $20,341 



Side-by-Side Comparison 

Selling an out-of-the-money covered call on SPY 

Capital at risk             $20,581 
 
Cumulative realized profit       752 
 
Mark-to-market Position Value, equity bid ± option ask 
December 31, 2015   20,278 
January 31, 2016   19,314 
February 29, 2016   19,424 
March 31,2016   20,402 

Selling an out-of-the-money put on SPY 

Capital at risk             $20,500 
 
Cumulative realized profit       845 
 
Mark-to-market Position Value, cash position ± option ask 
December 31, 2015   20,225 
January 31, 2016   19,297 
February 29, 2016   19,295 
March 31,2016   20,341 

CBOE data disclaimer: Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. Prior to buying or selling an option, a person must receive a copy of Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Op-
tions (ODD). Copies of the ODD are available from your broker or from The Options Clearing Corporation, One North Wacker Drive, Suite 500, Chicago, Illinois 60606. No statement in this e-mail 

should be construed as a recommendation to buy or sell a security or to provide investment advice. Copyright © 2018 Cboe LiveVol, LLC. All rights reserved. 

All clients of SBIA who desire to participate in option transactions receive the option disclosure document, titled Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options, which outlines the purposes and 
risks of option transactions. Despite their many benefits, options are not suitable for all investors. Individuals should not enter into option transactions until they have read and understood the risk 
disclosure document which can be obtained from their broker, any of the options exchanges, or OCC. All investment strategies carry risk, and transactions in options may carry a high degree of risk. 
Options derive their value from underlying equities or indices, and the derivative value is directly related to the underlying security, thus they carry many, if not more, of the same risks as the under-
lying equity or index. Sellers of options should familiarize themselves with the type of option (i.e. put or call) which they contemplate trading and the associated risks. You should calculate the extent 
to which the value of the options must increase for your position to become profitable, taking into account the premium and all transaction costs. Selling ("writing" ) an option generally entails greater 
risk than purchasing options. Although the premium received by the seller is fixed, the seller may sustain a loss well in excess of that amount. The seller will be liable for additional margin to main-
tain the position if the market moves unfavorably. Standstill option yield is calculated by dividing the aggregate annual option time decay by the aggregate account values. The yield is reflected 
gross of management fees. There were no other strategies employed to obtain the results portrayed other than those strategies disclosed in the SBIA ADV or other disclosure brochure. SBIA pro-
vides this Newsletter for general informational and educational purposes, and where appropriate, to assist in explaining the portfolios and composites. It is not investment advice for any person. 
Information is obtained from sources SBIA believes are reliable, however, SBIA does not audit, verify, or guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any material contained therein. The statements 
and opinions reflect the judgment of the firm, and along with the information from third-party sources and calculations, are made on the date hereof and are subject to change without notice. SBIA 
does not assume liability for any loss that may result from reliance by any person upon any material in this case study. Clients or prospective clients are directed to SBIA’s Form ADV Part 2A and to 
one or SBIA's representatives for individualized information prior to deciding to participate in any portfolio or making any investment decision. SBIA does not provide tax advice. Clients are strongly 
urged to consult their tax advisors regarding any potential investment. Past performance does not guarantee future results, there is always a possibility of loss. 


